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Abstract9

Episodic memory depends upon multiple dissociable retrieval processes. Here we investigated the degree to which the processes engaged during
successful retrieval are dependent on the properties of the representations that underlie memory for an event. Specifically we examined whether
the individual elements of an event can, under some conditions, be unitized, leading to an enhancement of familiarity based responding. Retrieval
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rocesses were examined using event-related potential (ERPs) old/new effects, recorded during an associative recognition memory task. The
ature of to-be-remembered information was manipulated by using word-pairs as stimuli. At study, participants were asked to remember word-
airs sharing an association (traffic-jam); association + semantic relationship (lemon–orange); or a semantic relationship only (cereal–bread). A
ehavioural pre-test revealed that association word-pairs were rated as having the most unitized representation. At test, participants were required to
ecognize if word-pairs were presented in the same pairing as at study, were rearranged from at study, or were entirely new. Behavioural recognition
erformance was clearly influenced by the nature of the to-be-remembered stimuli, memory being strongest for pairs related purely by association,
nd weakest for semantic only pairs. ERP old/new effects recorded at test also showed significant differences in the neural correlates of retrieval,
epending on stimulus characteristics. The bilateral frontal old/new effect (typically associated with familiarity) was solely elicited by association
nly pairs. By contrast, the left parietal old/new effect (associated with recollection) was elicited equally by all three conditions. In addition, the late
ight frontal old/new effect (typically associated with some form of strategic/executive processing) was modulated. This latter effect was initially
argest for association only pairs, and subsequently largest for semantic pairs. These findings suggest that the pattern of engagement of familiarity
nd recollection during successful episodic retrieval is dependent on the properties of the representations that underlie memory for an event.

2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

eywords: ERPs; Episodic retrieval; Associative recognition; Unitization; Association; Semantic relationships

. Introduction

Episodic memory supports the conscious retrieval of
nformation about previously experienced events. The pro-
esses engaged during episodic memory retrieval are typically
xplained by dual process theories (e.g. Atkinson & Joula, 1973;
acoby, 1991; Mandler, 1980), whereby retrieval is thought
o rely on two distinct processes: familiarity and recollection.
onsiderable evidence from behavioural studies suggests that

amiliarity is a relatively automatic process involving recog-
ition without the retrieval of contextual information, while

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 1786 466849; fax: +44 1786 467641.
E-mail address: s.m.rhodes@stir.ac.uk (S.M. Rhodes).

recollection is a more controlled process that supports retrieval
of information and its context (Yonelinas, 2002). Whilst much
is known about the characteristics of familiarity and recollec-
tion, less is known about the conditions that influence their
engagement; why should familiarity rather than recollection
be called upon to support retrieval? In the present study we
provide one answer to this question; we employ event-related
potentials (ERPs) to investigate the extent to which the pro-
cesses engaged during successful retrieval are dependent on the
properties of the representations that underlie memory for an
event.

ERP studies have made an important contribution to the
characterization of retrieval processes engaged during episodic
memory task, providing support for dual process models of
retrieval. The ERP old/new effect (the difference in activity

028-3932/$ – see front matter © 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
oi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2006.06.022
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between correctly recognized old and correctly rejected new26

stimuli) reflects the average pattern of activity that occurs dur-27

ing retrieval, time-locked to the onset of test stimuli, and reveals28

clearly identifiable neural correlates of familiarity and recollec-29

tion. The bilateral frontal old/new effect, which has an early30

onset (300–500/600 ms) and is maximal over bilateral frontal31

electrodes, has been associated with familiarity. This effect is32

elicited by know responses (Klimesch et al., 2001), and to rec-33

ognized items that are not associated with correct associative34

memory judgments (Curran, 2000). By contrast, a later onset-35

ting old/new effect that is maximal over left parietal electrodes36

(500–800/900 ms) has been associated with recollection. The37

left parietal effect is elicited by remember responses (Klimesch38

et al., 2001; Trott, Friedman, Ritter, Fabiani, & Snodgrass,39

1999), by source memory tasks requiring the retrieval of con-40

textual information (Wilding & Rugg, 1996), and associative41

recognition (Donaldson & Rugg, 1998, 1999).42

While familiarity and recollection can be identified and dis-43

sociated during the retrieval of single items, the distinction44

between the processes is particularly clear when item recog-45

nition is compared with memory for associations. Associative46

recognition tasks involve the presentation of pairs of stimuli at47

study (e.g. dog–box, chair–rope, house–banana), and require48

discrimination between intact (e.g. dog–box) and rearranged49

(e.g. chair–banana) pairs at test. It is typically assumed that50

associative recognition tasks rely on recollection because they51
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ditions, be associated with a separate unitized representation of 83

the relationships itself. 84

Our hypothesis is that if stimuli are unitized, associative 85

recognition does not necessitate recollection, because the pres- 86

ence of a higher-level representation can give rise to a sense of 87

familiarity. By this view the degree of engagement of familiar- 88

ity and recollection during retrieval is likely to be dependent at 89

least in part on the properties of the to-be-remembered episode. 90

Behavioural evidence of recognition memory for faces provides 91

some support for this argument. Yonelinas, Kroll, Dobbins, and 92

Soltani (1999) reported that familiarity can support associative 93

recognition for faces when face stimuli are presented upright, 94

whereas this is not the case when faces are inverted. As face 95

recognition is highly practiced and faces are normally processed 96

holistically, the authors concluded that the upright faces were 97

encoded as a coherent entity leading to a reliance on familiarity. 98

The present study will investigate the influence of unitization on 99

the engagement of episodic retrieval processes for word-pairs. 100

Before introducing the current experiment it is necessary 101

to outline the types of relationships between words that may 102

lead to a unitized representation. Relationships are often formed 103

between words because they share a semantic relationship 104

in common, reflecting activation of a semantic knowledge 105

system in which information is organized categorically (e.g. 106

violin–guitar). Neuropsychological studies provide compelling 107

evidence that semantic knowledge is organized categorically. A 108
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equire the retrieval of an item and its context; because both
ntact and rearranged stimuli are familiar, successful perfor-

ance requires recollection (cf. Yonelinas, 1997, 2002). ERP
vidence is consistent with this view. As dual process theories
redict, successful retrieval during associative recognition tasks
hat employ word-pairs as stimuli has been shown to reveal the
eft parietal index of recollection (e.g. Donaldson & Rugg, 1998,
999). Importantly, these ERP studies introduced new pairs at
est, allowing the old/new effects to be compared using the same
aseline of correctly rejected new stimuli as during tests of item
emory. Although the two classes of old item are familiar com-

ared to new items, successful discrimination between intact and
earranged pairs still requires recollection.

Implicit to the dual process account of associative recogni-
ion is the assumption that the individual elements of a stimulus
re represented and processed separately. Here we challenge this
ssumption, and aim to demonstrate the influence of unitization
n episodic retrieval. In normal use, episodic memory supports
he retrieval of multi-faceted events; individual elements of an
vent may be recognized on the basis of being familiar, but
etrieval of the relationship between the elements necessarily
equires recollection (retrieval of context). This view of retrieval
s based on assumptions about the way that information is repre-
ented within memory. According to this view, familiarity cannot
upport associative recognition tests because there is no specific
epresentation of the relationship that can be associated with a
ense of familiarity. The individual elements of the stimuli are
epresented separately, and can be familiar, but retrieval of the
elationship requires recollection. The typical dual process view
f associative recognition does not, however, account for the fact
hat the individual elements of an event can, under some con-
NSY 2358 1–13

ecent review of 79 neuropsychological case studies concluded
hat there is strong evidence for category specific deficits for
nimate objects (animals), inanimate biological objects (fruits
nd vegetables), and artefacts (objects) (Capitani, Laiacona,
ahon, & Caramazza, 2003). Evidence also suggests that func-

ional relations (e.g. broom–floor) are an important part of this
rganized semantic system. For example, preserved access to
unctional properties of objects, despite impaired access to cate-
orical knowledge, has been reported in a patient with semantic
ementia (Moss, Tyler, Hodges, & Patterson, 1995). Thus, the
resence of pre-existing semantic relationships between stimuli
s one possible way in which unitization could be encouraged.

In addition to forming relationships between items of infor-
ation because of shared semantic properties, relationships can

lso be based purely on association, whereby one item calls
o mind the other (e.g. traffic-jam). Such associations reflect
ord use rather than word meaning, and can exist either with

e.g. traffic-car) or without (e.g. traffic-jam) the presence of a
emantic relationship. Studies of non-conscious priming pro-
ide evidence that relationships based on associative or semantic
roperties produce measurable changes in behaviour. For exam-
le, priming studies have revealed facilitated recognition, in
he form of faster reaction times, for the presentation of a tar-
et word (e.g. dog) when it is preceded by an associatively
Ferrand & New, 2003; Williams, 1996) or semantically (Moss,
strin, Tyler, & Marslen-Wilson, 1995; Nation and Snowling,
999) related word (e.g. cat) over an unrelated word (e.g. table).
hese studies typically aim to avoid conscious retrieval and
onsequently priming effects are thought to reflect automatic
ctivation of the underlying representations of the concepts in
emantic memory (Moss, Ostrin, et al., 1995).
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Further inspection of findings from priming studies, however,140

reveals the importance, and under some conditions the neces-141

sity, of association in eliciting automatic activation of concepts142

from semantic memory. For example, evidence that a seman-143

tic relationship is sufficient to elicit priming is restricted to the144

auditory domain (Moss, Ostrin, et al., 1995; Nation and Snowl-145

ing, 1999). Priming experiments conducted in the visual domain146

reveal an additional association between the words is necessary147

to elicit a significant effect (Moss, Ostrin, et al., 1995; Shelton &148

Martin, 1992). Furthermore, neuropsychological evidence from149

studies of non-conscious priming suggests dissociation between150

access of semantic and associative representations. Patients with151

Alzheimer’s disease (Glosser & Friedman, 1991) and children152

with poor reading comprehension (Nation and Snowling, 1999)153

show preserved non-conscious priming activations to words154

related by association, but show no priming effect for those155

sharing a semantic relationship alone. These findings highlight156

the importance of association in accessing representations from157

semantic memory and suggest that a pre-existing association158

between stimuli is a further possible way in which unitization159

could be encouraged.160

In summary, the present study uses electrophysiological161

methods to investigate the influence of unitization on the engage-162

ment of episodic retrieval processes for word-pairs. We hypoth-163

esize that the neural correlates of familiarity and recollection164

should vary according to the nature of the relationships between165
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Table 1
Examples of word-pairs for each relationship type

Association Association + semantic Semantic

Traffic-jam Lemon–orange Cereal–bread
Fountain-pen Stool–chair Violin–guitar
Mars-bar Brother–sister Cow–goat
Spark-plug Lion–tiger Prince–duke
Glow-worm Gold–silver Pig–chicken
Spare-tyre Comb–brush Sheep–rabbit
Grave-digger Foam–rubber Fork–plate
Dolly-bird Needle–thread Broom–floor

categorical or functional relationship (e.g. lemon–orange), and (iii) ‘semantic’, 194

words sharing a categorical or functional relationship independent of associ- 195

ation (e.g. cereal–bread). See Table 1 for examples. A further 102 pairs that 196

did not share an associative or semantic relationship were added as fillers to 197

prevent participants making recognition judgments based on whether the word- 198

pairs made meaningful sense or not (see description of rearranged responses 199

in procedure). Importantly, word-pairs of each relationship type were matched 200

for word frequency (mean: 30.9) using the Francis and Kucera norms, and for 201

both the presence and absence of association and semantic relationships (see 202

Table 2). 203

Word-pairs in the association + semantic and semantic conditions were 204

matched for semantic distance using a semantic space model; a method derived 205

from the frequency distributions of the words occurring in the immediate context 206

of a target word, computed over a large language corpus (containing millions 207

of words) (McDonald, 2006). Association word-pairs shared a low contextual 208

frequency of co-occurrence. Association ratings for word-pairs characterized 209

by association and associative + semantic relationship were taken from the 210

Edinburgh Association Thesarus (EAT, 2006) which gives the proportion of 211

participants who called to mind the second word on presentation of the first 212

(i.e. association rank). The EAT was chosen based on its established use in the 213

literature (e.g. Coulson, Federmeier, Van Petten, & Kutas, 2005) and because 214

rank of association is regarded as a more optimal measure of association than 215

association frequency (Anaki & Henik, 2003). Semantic pairs had no associative 216

relationship as indicated by this measure. 217

The degree to which word-pairs in each condition were considered to reflect a 218

single unit was checked by carrying out a rating judgment pre-test. A behavioural 219

rating paradigm was designed using E-Prime software (Psychology Software 220

tools). Twenty participants, none of whom subsequently participated in the ERP 221

experiment, were presented with word-pairs on a computer monitor. These word- 222

pairs represented a randomly selected subset of the stimuli from the experiment 223

(32 word-pairs in each condition). Participants were asked to “determine how 224
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tems in a to-be-remembered word-pair. A behavioural rating
aradigm is used to provide an assessment of the degree to which
ord-pairs related by associative and semantic properties are

onsidered a single unit. ERP old/new effects will then be used
o investigate if unitized pairs rely on familiarity, as reflected
y the elicitation of the bilateral frontal effect during retrieval
f these pairs. Specifically, we examine whether the existence
f a unitized representation based on a pre-existing relationship
etween words differentially influences the processes engaged
uring episodic memory retrieval. Our aim is to describe the
xtent to which the processes engaged during successful retrieval
re dependent on the properties of the representations that under-
ie memory for an event.

. Methods

.1. Participants

Thirty-two right-handed students participated in the experiment, paid at the
ate of £5 per hour. Data from seven participants were discarded due to there
eing insufficient artifact-free trials in the critical response categories. The mean
ge of the remaining 25 subjects was 21.04 (range 18–31), 15 of whom were
emale. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. Informed
onsent was collected in line with Stirling University Ethics procedures.

.2. Stimuli

The stimuli comprised 408 word-pairs selected from nouns, verbs, and adjec-
ives (ranging from 3 to 9 letters in length) from the Kucera and Francis (1967)
orpus. These stimuli included 306 related word-pairs reflecting three types of
elationships between words: (i) ‘association’, words that are associated but do
ot share a semantic relationship of a categorical or functional nature (e.g. traffic-
am), (ii) ‘association + semantic’, words that are associated and also share a
NSY 2358 1–13

nitized you think the word-pairs are, that is, how much you think these word-
airs would be considered as a single unit” using a scale ranging from 1 (little
nitized) to 5 (completely unitized). Participants were told that there was no
orrect answer and that they were simply required to make a subjective judgment.
ean ratings for each condition of word-pairs are shown in Table 3. This pre-

able 2
ata displayed relates to stimulus construction and memory performance

elationship type Frequency of contextual
co-occurrence

Association strength

ssociation 0.178 (0.007) 0.206 (0.01)
ssociation + semantic 0.513 (0.01) 0.209 (0.013)
emantic 0.523 (0.007) 0

emantic distance ratings are a numerical representation of the meanings of
ords, derived from the frequency distributions of the words occurring in the

mmediate context of a target word, computed over a large language corpus
containing millions of words) (McDonald, 2006). Association strength refers
o the proportion of participants who called to mind the second word as a first
esponse on presentation of the first (Edinburgh Association Thesarus). Standard
eviations are shown in brackets.
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Table 3
Data displayed relates to behavioural pre-test

Relationship type Mean rating (S.D.)

Association 3.94 (0.57)
Association + semantic 3.75 (0.74)
Semantic 2.82 (0.65)

Mean ratings are shown of the degree to which word-pairs were rated as being
associated with a single unit (range 1–5).

test revealed that word-pairs related purely by association are most considered230

to reflect a single unit.231

2.3. Procedure232

The experiment was designed using E-Prime software (Psychology Software233

tools) which allows precise stimulus timings. Word-pairs in uppercase 18-point234

courier new font were presented on a computer monitor. Letters were displayed235

in white font against a black background and were displayed one above the other236

slightly above and below central vision. At the viewing distance of 97 cm, the237

stimuli subtended a maximum horizontal visual angle of approximately 3.7◦, and238

a maximum vertical visual angle of approximately 1.4◦. Responses were made239

on a Psychology Software Tools Serial Response box. Prior to commencing the240

task, each participant completed a practice session which included 8 words at241

study and 12 at test. The experiment was divided into 17 blocks of study and242

test. Study blocks comprised 16 word-pairs. Test blocks comprised 24 word-243

pairs, 8 of which were the same as presented at study, 8 of which were in a244

different pairing from study (rearranged), and 8 which were entirely new. Both245

study and test blocks involved equal proportions and randomized presentation of246

word-pairs across the relationship types. At study, participants were instructed247

to remember each word-pair as a pair.248

In the study phase, each trial began with an initial fixation cross (+) displayed249

in the center of the screen for 1000 ms. This cross was used to maintain partici-250

pants’ fixation on the center of the screen and to indicate the presentation of the251

next word-pair. A 1000 ms blank screen then preceded the presentation of the252

word-pair which was presented for 1500 ms. Test phases immediately followed253

study phases. Each test trial began with a fixation cross which was presented for254

1000 ms and which was followed by a blank screen also presented for 1000 ms.255

Word-pair were presented for 2000 ms and followed by a 1500 ms blank screen.256

Participants had to make a response of same, rearranged, or new during the257
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to an average mastoid reference. Vertical and horizontal EOG was recorded 282

from bipolar pairs of electrodes placed above and below the left eye, and on 283

the outer canthi. Inter-electrode impedance levels were kept below 5000. EEG 284

and EOG were filtered with a bandpass of 0.01–40 Hz and digitized (16 bit) 285

at a rate of 8 ms per point. Individual 1936 ms epochs were formed (beginning 286

with a 104 ms pre-stimulus baseline) and epochs with baseline drift exceed- 287

ing 75 �v, or base-to-peak amplitude exceeded 100 �v, were rejected. Averaged 288

ERP waveforms were baseline corrected and smoothed over a 5-point kernel. A 289

minimum of 16 artefact free trials in each critical response category was required 290

from each participant to ensure an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. The mean 291

number of trials contributing to the grand average ERPs were: association: same 292

(25) and new (26); association + semantic: same (24) and new (26); semantic: 293

same (23) and new (27). Analysis was performed on mean voltage data rela- 294

tive to the pre-stimulus baseline period using repeated measures ANOVA, and 295

only main effects or interactions involving the factors of condition (association, 296

association + semantic, semantic) and/or response (same, new) are reported. The 297

Geisser–Greenhouse correction for non-sphericity of data was applied as appro- 298

priate, and corrected d.f. and F values are reported. All topographic analyses 299

were performed on difference waveforms (same minus new responses) using 300

rescaled data (McCarthy & Wood, 1985). 301

3. Results 302

3.1. Behavioural data 303

As can be seen from Fig. 1a, superior recognition accuracy 304

was observed for association word-pairs, driven largely by a 305

greater hit rate for same pairs. A repeated measures ANOVA on 306

hits (same and rearranged pairs) and correct rejections with fac- 307
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Cresentation interval. The end of this interval began a new trial. Participants

ake a response of same, rearranged, or new. Rearranged pairs were not of pri-
ary interest and ERPs for these pairs are not reported. However, their inclusion
as important as the presence of rearranged pairs forces participants to respond
ld only when they remember the specific relationship between members of a
ord-pair, not just that both words in the pair are old. The process of rearrang-

ng related word-pairs results in the breaking up of the meaningful relationship
etween the words which introduces a potential confound. Participants could
se their knowledge that a lack of meaningful relationship between the words
ndicates a word-pair is rearranged to decide whether pairs are rearranged or not,
ather than remembering the specific relationship between the words. The inclu-
ion of the rearranged condition in a study of related words thus necessitated
he incorporation of filler words, which did not share an associative or semantic
elationship when presented either in the same or in a rearranged pairing at test.
esponse hands for same and new were counterbalanced across participants.

.4. ERP recording

Scalp EEG was recorded from 61 standard sites based on an extension of
he international 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958): FZ, FCZ, CZ, CPZ, PZ, POZ,
z, FP1, FP2, AF7, AF8, AF3, AF4, F7, F8, F5, F6, F3, F4, F1, F2, FT7, FT8,
C5, FC6, FC3, FC4, FC1, FC2, T7, T8, C5, C6, C3, C4, C1, C2, TP7, TP8,
P5, CP6, CP3, CP4, CP1, CP2, P7, P8, P5, P6, P3, P4, P1, P2, PO7, PO8,
O5, PO6, PO3, PO4, O1, O2. An additional EEG channel was recorded from

he right mastoid. All channels were referenced to the left mastoid, and ERPs
ere algebraically reconstructed off-line to represent recordings with respect
NSY 2358 1–13

ors of condition (association, association + semantic, semantic)
nd response (same, rearranged, new) revealed a main effect of
ondition [F(2,48) = 7.76, p = 0.001], a main effect of response
F(2,48) = 6.31, p = 0.004], and an interaction between condi-
ion and response [F(4,96) = 4.59, p = 0.002] (see Fig. 1). Sub-
idiary ANOVAs revealed a significant effect of condition for
ame responses [F(2,48) = 8.54, p < 0.001]. Importantly, pair-
ise comparisons revealed increased hits for association than

or either association + semantic (p < 0.01) or semantic word-
airs (p < 0.001). There was no significant difference in accuracy
or same responses between association + semantic and seman-
ic word-pairs (p > 0.05). ANOVA revealed a significant effect
f condition for rearranged responses [F(2,48) = 3.71, p < 0.04].
airwise comparisons revealed increased hits for association
p < 0.02) and association + semantic (p < 0.05) than seman-
ic word-pairs. There was no significant difference in accu-
acy between association and association + semantic word-pairs
p > 0.05). As expected, there were no significant differences in
ehavioural performance for new responses across relationship
ypes.

As can be seen from Fig. 1b, word-pairs related by associa-
ion and association + semantic elicited quicker response times
cross response types. A repeated measures ANOVA on reaction
ime data with factors of condition and response revealed a main
ffect of condition [F(2,48) = 10.63, p < 0.001], a main effect
f response [F(1.4,32.9) = 55.37, p < 0.001], but no interaction
etween condition and response. Pairwise comparisons revealed
lower reaction times for semantic than association (p < 0.001)
nd association + semantic (p < 0.02) across the three response
ypes. These results show quicker response times to word-pairs
hich share an associative relationship.
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Fig. 1. Panel a: accuracy data, showing percentage of correct responses for each relationship type across three responses. Panel b: reaction time data, shown for the
conditions in panel a. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

3.2. ERP data339

The grand average ERPs elicited by associative word-pairs340

are shown in Fig. 2. The waveforms diverge about 250 ms post-341

stimulus onset, with the ERPs for same responses becoming342

more positive than new responses, a difference that is max-343

imal over frontal sites. This early frontal positivity is only344

evident for associative pairs, and the initial bilateral distri-345

bution becomes more right-sided from about 600 ms. From346

about 800 ms this right-sided frontal positivity is also appar-347

ent for association + semantic and semantic word-pairs (see348

Figs. 3 and 4). From 1400 ms onwards the right-sided frontal349

positivity is maximal for semantic pairs, clearly extending until350

the end of the recording epoch (see Fig. 4). Positive activity is351

also observed over centro-parietal and parietal sites for same352

responses in comparison to new responses for all relationship353

types (see Figs. 2–4). This parietal positivity appears to emerge354

around 400 ms, continuing until about 800 ms when the posi-355

tive activity becomes maximal over right frontal sites. Based356

on visual inspection of the grand average waveforms, data was357

divided into time windows of 250–400 and 400–750 ms for anal-358

yses relating to the bilateral frontal and left parietal effects,359

respectively. The presence of old/new differences post 800 ms360

which appear to show the time-course and distribution of the late361

right frontal effect led to analyses of two further time windows:362

800–1400 and 1400–1900 ms.363

3364

365

e366

a367

1368

r369

(370

s371

a372

f373

r374

s375

cant old/new differences within conditions were followed up 376

with ANOVA conducted on difference waveforms (same minus 377

new) employing factors of condition (association, associa- 378

tion + semantic and semantic), location (anterior versus poste- 379

rior), hemisphere (left versus right) and site (superior versus 380

mid versus inferior) in order to compare the magnitude of the 381

effects elicited by each relationship type. Topographic analyses 382

were also conducted, employing the same factors, to investigate 383

if the old/new differences elicited by each relationship types 384

reflected activity from the same neural generators. Analyses of 385

the 250–400 and 400–750 ms time windows report data from 24 386

participants as the loss of data from electrode f1 for one of the 387

participants led to their removal from this particular analysis. 388

3.2.2. 250–400 ms 389

As can be seen from Fig. 6a and b, analyses of this 390

time window revealed an old/new effect maximal over bilat- 391

eral frontal sites for association word-pairs alone. The ini- 392

tial ANOVA for association word-pairs revealed a signifi- 393

cant response × location × site interaction [F(1.1,25.8) = 3.82, 394

p = 0.05]. Subsidiary analyses of separate locations revealed a 395

significant old/new difference for associative pairs at the ante- 396

rior location only, with same waveforms more positive than new 397

waveforms [F(1,23) = 12.79, p < 0.001]. Importantly, no signifi- 398

cant interaction between response and hemisphere revealed that 399

t 400

( 401

o 402

p 403

o 404

o 405

e 406

a 407

a 408

3 409

410

t 411

a 412
U
N

C
O.2.1. ERP analyses

ANOVAs were conducted on chains of frontal and pari-
tal electrodes for all time windows (see Fig. 5a for 250–400
nd 400–750 ms time windows; Fig. 5b for 800–1400 and
400–1900 ms time windows). ANOVAs with factors of
esponse (same, new), location (anterior, posterior) hemisphere
left, right) and site (superior, mid, inferior) were conducted
eparately on ERPs for association, association + semantic
nd semantic conditions in order to describe old/new effects
or each of the relationship types. Significant effects of
esponse or response interactions were followed up with sub-
idiary ANOVAs or paired t-tests where appropriate. Signifi-
NSY 2358 1–13

he old/new effect was characterized by a bilateral distribution
see Figs. 2 and 6b). No significant main effects of response
r response interactions were found for association + semantic
airs (all F < 1.6) or semantic pairs (all F < 1.2), revealing no
ld/new differences for either of these types of pairs. This pattern
f results suggests that word-pairs related purely by association
licited an old/new difference consistent with the distribution
nd timing of the bilateral old/new effect; whereas those sharing
semantic relationship did not.

.2.3. 400–750 ms
As can be seen from Fig. 7, analyses from the 400 to 750 ms

ime window revealed that all three relationship types elicited
n old/new effect over centro-parietal sites consistent with the
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Fig. 2. ERPs for the recognized same and new responses for association word-pairs, showing from pre-stimulus to 1900 ms. Twenty-two electrodes are shown; across
fronto-polar, frontal, central, parietal, and occipital scalp, arranged as if looking down onto the top of the head. Vertical bar shows stimulus onset (0 ms). Scale bar
illustrates data is displayed positive up.

Fig. 3. ERPs for the recognized same and new responses for association + semantic word-pairs, showing from pre-stimulus to 1900 ms. Twenty-two electrodes are
shown; across fronto-polar, frontal, central, parietal, and occipital scalp, arranged as if looking down onto the top of the head. Vertical bar shows stimulus onset
(0 ms). Scale bar illustrates data is displayed positive up.
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Fig. 4. ERPs for the recognized same and new responses for semantic word-pairs, showing from pre-stimulus to 1900 ms. Twenty-two electrodes are shown; across
fronto-polar, frontal, central, parietal, and occipital scalp, arranged as if looking down onto the top of the head. Vertical bar shows stimulus onset (0 ms). Scale bar
illustrates data is displayed positive up.

parietal effect associated with recollection as described in the lit-413

erature. ANOVA revealed a significant old/new effect for associ-414

ation word-pairs. The initial ANOVA for association word-pairs415

revealed response × location × site [F(1,23) = 3.7, p = 0.06], and416

response × site [F(1.3,29.0) = 5.66, p < 0.02] interactions. Fol-417

lowing the response × location × site interaction, subsidiary418

ANOVAs were conducted separately on anterior and poste-419

rior locations. ANOVA conducted on parietal sites revealed420

a main effect of response [F(1,23) = 5.06, p < 0.04] reveal-421

ing an old/new difference at parietal sites. Analysis of the422

anterior location revealed an interaction between response423

and site [F(1.4,32.8) = 3.61, p = 0.05]; paired t-tests on sepa-424

rate sites revealed a significant old/new difference at superior 425

sites (t = 2.24, p < 0.04). These analyses reveal old/new differ- 426

ences at both anterior and posterior locations for association 427

word-pairs. 428

Analysis revealed a significant old/new effect for asso- 429

ciation + semantic word-pairs; the initial ANOVA revealed a 430

response × location × site interaction [F(2,46) = 2.92, p = 0.06]. 431

Subsidiary ANOVAs on separate locations revealed a condi- 432

tion × site interaction at parietal electrodes [F(1.2,28) = 0.07], 433

which as can be seen from Figs. 3 and 7 reflects the greater posi- 434

tivity for same responses at superior sites. No significant effects 435

of response were observed at the anterior location. 436

F analys
w rontal
U

ig. 5. Schematic maps of 61 electrodes sites with highlighted sites for each
indow, and panel b the 800–1400 and 1400–1900 ms time windows. LF: left f
NSY 2358 1–13

is. Panel a shows electrodes employed in the 250–400 and 400–750 ms time
; RF: right frontal; LP: left parietal; RP: right parietal.
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Fig. 6. The bilateral frontal effect elicited only for association pairs during the 250–400 ms time window. Panel a shows old/new effects for all three relationship
types based on subtraction of hits to same pairs from correctly rejected new pairs collapsed across bilateral superior, mid, and inferior frontal electrodes, the asterisk
indicates that there was a significant bilateral frontal old/new effect for the association word-pairs but not for the associative + semantic or semantic word-pairs. Error
bars represent the standard error of the mean; panel b shows the topographic map illustrating the bilateral frontal old/new effect for association based on subtraction
of hits to same pairs from correctly rejected new pairs. The scale bar to the right of the map indicates the maximum and minimum of the voltage range.

Analysis also revealed a significant old/new effect for seman-437

tic word-pairs. The initial ANOVA revealed a significant interac-438

tion between response and site [F(2,46) = 3.9, p < 0.03]. Paired439

t-tests conducted on superior, mid, and inferior sites collapsed440

across anterior and posterior locations revealed a significant441

old/new different at superior sites (t = 2.23, p = 0.03).442

Old/new effects elicited by the three relationship types443

over parietal electrodes were comparable in magnitude. A444

between condition analysis revealed interactions between con-445

dition, location, and site [F(2.4,54.8) = 2.68, p = 0.06], and446

condition, location, and hemisphere [F(2,46) = 2.85, p = 0.06].447

Subsidiary analyses revealed that the location interactions448

reflected significant differences between conditions at frontal449

sites; ANOVA revealed significant condition × hemisphere450

[F(2,46) = 3.47, p < 0.04] and condition × hemisphere × site451

[F(4,92) = 3.4, p < 0.02] interactions at the anterior location,452

which as can be seen from Fig. 6 reflected a greater positivity453

for association than association + semantic at right hemisphere454

sites (p < 0.03), maximal at the right inferior site (p < 0.02). In455

contrast, no significant differences between relationship types456

were observed at the posterior location, demonstrating that the457

old/new effects elicited by each relationship type at parietal sites458

were similar in magnitude (see Fig. 7). Differences between459

relationship types was restricted to the anterior location; associ- 460

ation alone produced a significant old/new effect at frontal sites 461

and this most likely reflects residual spread of activity from the 462

old/new effect observed for this condition in the earlier time 463

window. 464

3.2.4. 800–1400 ms 465

As can be seen from Figs. 2–4, analyses from the 800 466

to 1400 ms time window revealed that all three relationship 467

types elicited an old/new effect over right frontal sites. A 468

significant old/new effect was elicited by association word- 469

pairs. ANOVA revealed an old/new effect with significant 470

response × hemisphere and response × hemisphere × location 471

interactions [F(1,26) = 6.14, p = 0.02]. As the location inter- 472

action was of most interest for describing the distribution of 473

the old/new effect, this interaction was the focus for subse- 474

quent follow-up analysis. Subsidiary ANOVAs on separate loca- 475

tions revealed a significant old/new effect at frontal sites only, 476

with a significant interaction between response and hemisphere 477

[F(1,24) = 7.55, p < 0.02], which paired t-tests revealed to reflect 478

an old/new effect at right hemisphere sites (t = 2.67, p < 0.03). A 479

significant old/new effect was elicited by association + semantic 480

word-pairs. ANOVA on association + semantic ERPs revealed 481

F e 400
c maxim
U
N

C
O

ig. 7. The left parietal effect elicited for all three relationship types during th
orrectly rejected new pairs. The scale bar to the right of the map indicates the
NSY 2358 1–13

–750 ms time window. Maps based on subtraction of hits to same pairs from
um and minimum of the voltage range.
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a response × hemisphere [F(1,24) = 3.85, p = 0.06] interac-482

tion, which reflected a greater positivity for same pairs483

over right hemisphere sites. A significant old/new effect was484

elicited by semantic word-pairs. ANOVA on semantic ERPs485

revealed an old/new effect with significant response × location486

[F(1,24) = 5.97, p < 0.03] and response × hemisphere × location487

[F(1,24) = 4.16, p = 0.05] interactions. Subsidiary analysis on488

separate locations revealed that the significant interaction with489

location reflected an interaction between condition and hemi-490

sphere at frontal sites [F(1,24) = 4.14, p = 0.05], which a paired491

t-test revealed to reflect an old/new effect at right hemi-492

sphere sites (t = 3.75, p < 0.001). These analyses reveal signif-493

icant old/new effects for each relationship type during 800–494

1400 ms.495

A between condition analysis on difference waveforms496

revealed a significant three-way interaction between condition,497

hemisphere, and location [F(2,48) = 3.85, p < 0.03]. Subsidiary498

analyses on separate locations revealed a main effect of hemi-499

sphere at the anterior location [F(1,24) = 5.15, p < 0.04]. Paired500

t-tests for each relationship type revealed that the initial inter-501

action reflected a significant difference between left and right502

hemisphere sites for association word-pairs, which as can be503

seen from Fig. 2 reflects a positivity for same responses at right504

hemisphere sites in contrast to negativity at left hemisphere505

sites. In summary, analysis of data during the 800–1400 ms time506

window reveal old/new effects for all three relationship types,507
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r530

p531

r532
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a537

frontal sites alone with a significant response × hemisphere 538

interaction [F(1,24) = 10.68, p < 0.003], which paired t-tests 539

revealed to reflect a significant old/new effect at right frontal 540

sites (t = 2.64, p < 0.02). 541

A between condition analysis revealed a significant 542

condition × location × hemisphere interaction [F(2,48) = 3.18, 543

p = 0.05]. Subsidiary analyses conducted on separate locations 544

revealed a significant interaction between relationship type and 545

hemisphere at frontal sites [F(2,48) = 4.16, p < 0.03], which 546

paired t-tests revealed to reflect a combination of positive activ- 547

ity for same responses at right hemisphere sites and negative 548

activity at left hemisphere sites for semantic pairs (see Fig. 4). 549

Together these analyses reveal that post 1400 ms old/new dif- 550

ferences are only observed for the association and semantic 551

conditions; this effect, consistent in distribution and timing 552

with the late right frontal effect, is maximal for the semantic 553

condition. 554

3.2.6. Topographic analyses 555

The first set of analyses was conducted to examine the neu- 556

ral generators of the old/new effects elicited in the 250–400 557

and 400–750 ms time windows. The first ANOVA was designed 558

to examine changes in the early bilateral frontal effect and 559

later parietal effect elicited by association word-pairs; a sec- 560

ond ANOVA compared the topography of the parietal effect 561

elicited by all three relationship types in the 400–750 ms time 562
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onsistent with the time-course and distribution of the late right
rontal effect.

.2.5. 1400–1900 ms
As can be seen from Figs. 2–4, analyses from the 1400

o 1900 ms time window revealed that an old/new effect
ver right frontal sites was elicited for word-pairs related
y either association or semantic but not for the combined
ssociation + semantic word-pairs. A significant old/new effect
as elicited by association word-pairs; ANOVA revealed an
ld/new effect with a significant response × hemisphere ×
ocation interaction [F(1,24) = 4.97, p < 0.04]. Subsidiary
NOVAs on separate locations revealed this interaction

eflected a significant old/new difference at frontal sites alone.
significant response × hemisphere interaction [F(1,24) =

.48, p < 0.02] followed up by paired t-tests revealed the
nteraction reflected the combination of positive activity
t right hemisphere sites coupled with negative activity at
eft hemisphere sites (t = −3.12, p < 0.005). By contrast, no
ignificant old/new effect was elicited by association + semantic
ord-pairs. ANOVA revealed no main effect of response
r response interactions. However, a significant old/new
ffect was elicited by semantic word-pairs. ANOVA
evealed significant response × location [F(1,24) = 4.89,
< 0.04], response × hemisphere [F(1,24) = 8.87, p < 0.007],

esponse × location × hemisphere [F(1,24) = 9.32, p < 0.005],
nd response × location × site [F(1.4,34.1) = 3.61, p = 0.05]
nteractions. As description of the late right frontal effect is the
ey effect of interest, further analyses focused on following up
he response × location × hemisphere interaction. Subsidiary
nalyses on separate locations revealed an old/new effect at
NSY 2358 1–13

indow. ANOVA conducted on association ERPs with fac-
ors of epoch (250–400 and 400–750 ms), location (anterior,
osterior), hemisphere (left, right) and site (superior, mid,
nferior) revealed an interaction between epoch and location
F(1,24) = 3.68, p = 0.06]. As can be seen from Figs. 6b and 7
he epoch × location interaction reflected a shift from an anterior
istribution of the old/new effect found for association word-
airs during 250–400 ms to a more posterior distribution during
he 400–750 ms time window.

The second analysis compared relationship types during the
00–750 ms time window in order to ascertain whether the sim-
lar magnitude effects observed at the posterior location for each
ondition reflected activity from the same underlying neural gen-
rators. In each case, ANOVA with factors of condition (associ-
tion, association + semantic, semantic), hemisphere (left, right)
nd site (superior, mid, inferior) on parietal sites (superior, mid,
nferior) revealed no significant main effect of condition or con-
ition interactions, suggesting no evidence for different neural
enerators underlying these parietal effects (see Fig. 7).

The next set of analyses was focused on examining the
ate right frontal effect elicited by the relationship types dur-
ng the 800–1400 and 1400–1900 ms time windows. ANOVA
ith factors of condition (association, association + semantic,

emantic), location (anterior, posterior), hemisphere (left, right),
nd site (superior, mid, inferior) conducted on data from the
00–1400 ms time window revealed no main effect of condition
r condition interactions. This suggests that the effects elicited
y association, association + semantic, and semantic during this
ime window reflected activity from the same neural genera-
ors. As only association and semantic pairs elicited an old/new
ifference during the 1400–1900 ms time window ANOVA was
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restricted to these two conditions and employed factors of condi-594

tion (association, semantic), location (anterior, posterior), hemi-595

sphere (left, right), and site (superior, mid, inferior). Again596

this analysis revealed no differences between relationship types597

showing that the old/new effects elicited by association and598

semantic word-pairs did not differ in topographical distribution.599

4. Discussion600

The present ERP findings reveal striking dissociations601

between the influence of association, association + semantic602

relationships, and semantic relationships on episodic memory603

retrieval. These findings reveal that the processes supporting604

successful retrieval are differentially engaged according to the605

specific nature of the relationships between the elements of the606

to-be-remembered event. Association word-pairs were estab-607

lished at pre-test to be the most unitized of the three relationship608

types. The ERP findings revealed that a bilateral frontal old/new609

effect, typically associated with familiarity, was observed solely610

for word-pairs that shared only an association between them. The611

presence of an early bilateral frontal effect, coupled with supe-612

rior recognition and faster reaction times for association word-613

pairs, suggests that the unitized representation associated with614

these words influenced the processes engaged during successful615

episodic retrieval by enhancing familiarity based remembering.616

This pattern of findings suggests that the individual elements617
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is unitized. It is, however, unclear to what extent the associative 649

stimuli should be considered pairs at all; they could be viewed 650

as representing single items in memory, rather than pairs. From 651

this perspective the current experiment is not a test of associative 652

memory per se, and unitization should be viewed as little more 653

than a novel means of manipulating item versus relational mem- 654

ory. This characterization ignores the specific nature of the task 655

however, in particular the requirement to distinguish between 656

same and rearranged pairs. Moreover, to our mind it is unclear 657

whether the presence of an association necessarily prevents two 658

words being processed as individual elements, or whether uni- 659

tization is a context specific phenomenon. It would therefore 660

be particularly interesting to discover whether the ERP corre- 661

lates of familiarity are equally present for pairs rated as high 662

and low unitized within a single associated condition. Nonethe- 663

less, our interpretation of the ERP findings is supported by the 664

subjective behavioural ratings that revealed word-pairs related 665

purely by association were most considered to reflect a single 666

unit. Such subjective ratings must be treated with caution, and 667

there is likely to be a relatively high degree of individual vari- 668

ability in such ratings. More importantly, such subjective feeling 669

of unitization cannot be assumed to accurately reflect the nature 670

of the underlying neural representations for these pairs. 671

The finding that the perception of a unit between items 672

encourages familiarity based remembering has potential impli- 673

cations for the rehabilitation of cognitive impairment in patients 674
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f an event can, under some conditions, be sufficiently related
hat there is a separate unitized representation of the relation-
hips itself. Below we address the influence of the nature of
he relationship between stimuli on familiarity, and also discuss
ur findings relating to recollection, and the executive/strategic
rocesses that support recognition.

Differential ERP effects between types of related pairs were
bserved at a time window and location associated with famil-
arity; a bilateral frontal old/new effect was solely observed for
ssociation pairs. Although familiarity is traditionally associated
ith item recognition, the present study suggests that familiar-

ty was used to support retrieval on an associative recognition
ask. We interpret this finding as showing that prior experience
f associations lead to the unitization of these word-pairs in
emory. In line with behavioural studies which suggest supe-

ior recognition and faster reaction times in item than associative
ecognition, reflecting the characterization of familiarity as a
ast automatic process (Yonelinas, 2002), we also found superior
ecognition and faster reaction times (albeit across responses) for
ssociation word-pairs. Thus, the behavioural evidence supports
he ERP data in suggesting the relationship between association
ord-pairs facilitated the perception of a unit. The present find-

ngs contribute to dual process accounts of recognition memory,
roviding some insight into the operation of familiarity and rec-
llection.

The engagement of familiarity in support of the retrieval of
ssociation word-pairs could be taken as evidence against the
raditional view that familiarity can only be engaged in recog-
ition of individual items and recollection is required for the
etrieval of pairs of stimuli. By this view familiarity is available
s a basis for recognition according to the extent that the pair
NSY 2358 1–13

ho show impaired recollection in the face of preserved famil-
arity. Patients with the temporal lobe variant of fronto-temporal
ementia, for example, show impaired recollection of source
nformation but relatively good item recognition (Hodges &
raham, 2001), and patients with Alzheimer’s disease show

mpaired recollection in the face of preserved familiarity (Gallo,
ullivan, Daffner, Schacter, & Budson, 2004). The present find-

ngs show that an associative relationship, independent of shared
emantic properties, encourages the use of familiarity in condi-
ions under which recollection is typically required. Similarly,
atients with preserved familiarity could be trained to form new
oherent entities by encouraging the formation of simple associ-
tions between what is otherwise perceived as random pairings
f items. Such training could contribute to techniques designed
o overcome the deficient recollection shown in these patients.
he potential importance of association is also highlighted by the
nding that patients with Alzheimer’s disease show preserved
on-conscious priming activations to words related by associa-
ion (Glosser & Friedman, 1991).

Our findings of a bilateral frontal effect elicited for associ-
tion but not association + semantic word-pairs, conditions that
ere matched in degree of associative strength, inevitably leads

o the question as to why the association + semantic pairs did not
licit this effect. While this pattern of results might seem surpris-
ng at first, behavioural data on the stimuli collected at pre-test
evealed that words related purely by association were consid-
red to reflect a single unit more than association + semantic
airs. Inspection of the pairs related by these two relationship
ypes illustrates why only words related solely by association
ould be remembered as a unit. The key characteristic of the

ssociation word-pairs is the formation of a new coherent entity
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from words that previously had separate independent meaning706

(e.g. traffic-jam). In contrast, while association + semantic word-707

pairs are matched on associative strength, the words are still708

characterized entirely by their separate independent meanings709

(e.g. brother–sister). Thus, the new coherent entity arising from710

words with previously separate independent meanings in asso-711

ciative word-pairs appears to be important in the perception of712

a unit.713

Whilst our findings point towards representations as critical714

for the pattern of processes engaged during associative retrieval,715

previous ERP studies have stressed the influence of the strategies716

employed by participants. For example, using unrelated word-717

pairs, Weyerts, Tendolkar, Smid, and Heinze (1997) manipulated718

relational processing by asking participants to either form a719

semantic association separately for each member of the pair,720

or to form a semantic association between the members of the721

pair. Only word-pairs that were semantically encoded elicited722

a parietal old/new effect. The authors conclude that relational723

encoding of word-pairs increased the reliance on recollection724

over familiarity. Similarly, Kounios et al. (2003) required par-725

ticipants to try and ‘fuse’ sequentially presented single words726

at study, and examined ERPs measured at retrieval according727

to whether this was possible or not. In this case no ‘new’ pairs728

were presented, thus traditional old/new effects could not be729

examined. The ERP findings were nonetheless interpreted as730

showing greater left parietal activity for fused than non-fused731
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associative pairs in the present experiment could reflect greater 763

conceptual priming in this condition.1 764

More broadly, evidence suggests that conceptual priming 765

effects require the repetition of both a stimulus and the pro- 766

cessing required for that stimulus (Donaldson, Petersen, & 767

Buckner, 2001; Wagner, Koutstaal, Maril, Schacter, & Buckner, 768

2000), which was not the case in the present experiment. To 769

be clear, we do not believe that simple repetition of a stim- 770

ulus at study and test during a memory experiment is nec- 771

essarily sufficient to produce neural correlates of conceptual 772

priming—even though the presentation of the stimulus will 773

likely cause conceptual information associated with the stimulus 774

to be activated on both occasions. By this view conceptual prim- 775

ing requires that the task demands associated with a stimulus be 776

repeated (i.e. the repetition of the same information processing 777

on the same stimulus representation). An important question 778

remains as to whether neural measures can distinguish between 779

the activation of the (conceptual) representations of a stimu- 780

lus per se, and the (conceptual) processing associated with that 781

representation. 782

In contrast to the selective elicitation of the bilateral frontal 783

effect for association pairs, all three related word-pair types 784

elicited a similar parietal effect associated with recollection. The 785

presence of this parietal old/new effect is consistent with other 786

studies that have employed associative recognition tasks, and has 787

typically been associated with recollection (e.g. Trott, Friedman, 788
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timuli. In both of these studies, therefore, the suggestion is
hat changing participant strategies leads to differential pro-
essing of associated stimuli, and that this in turn leads to
nhanced recollection based responding. The present experi-
ents offer a different view, stressing the importance of the

timuli themselves, and perhaps as a result, pointing towards
he possible role of familiarity for associative recognition
erformance.

Whilst we interpret our ERP findings in terms of the role of
amiliarity and recollection, other explanations for the observed
RP effects have been proposed. Although there is widespread
onsensus that the left parietal old/new effect reflects recollec-
ion, the claim that the bilateral frontal old/new effect reflects
amiliarity is more contentious. In particular, there is some
vidence that early frontal old/new effects may in fact reflect con-
eptual priming rather than familiarity (e.g. Voss & Paller, 2006;
ovel & Paller, 2004). Our findings are, however, difficult to

econcile with a conceptual priming account. The present study
eports a significant bilateral frontal old/new effect solely for the
ssociation condition. Whilst the existence of conceptual prim-
ng for purely semantic relationships remains under debate (cf.
utchinson, 2003; Lucas, 2000) there is unequivocal evidence
f priming effects for words sharing both associative and seman-
ic relationships (Moss, Ostrin, et al., 1995; Shelton & Martin,
992). Thus, to our mind a conceptual processing interpretation
ould at the very least predict that a bilateral frontal old/new

ffect should be present for both of the associative conditions. Of
ourse, the results from a single experiment cannot completely
iscount the conceptual priming account per se. Nonetheless,
n the context of the wider literature, we reject the possibil-
ty that the early bilateral frontal old/new effects observed for
NSY 2358 1–13

itter, & Fabiani, 1997). No differentiation occurred between
he type of stimulus relationship and the parietal old/new effect,
uggesting that retrieval of all three relationship types was sup-
orted by recollection. That is, the contribution of familiarity
o recognition of association word-pairs did not appear to lead
o a corresponding reduction in reliance on recollection. The
resent findings are thus consistent with the popular view that
he engagement of familiarity and recollection are independent
e.g. Jacoby, 1991; Mandler, 1980). The behavioural evidence of
acilitated recognition for association pairs supports this conclu-
ion of the independent contributions of familiarity and recollec-
ion. A reliance on both familiarity and recollection, in contrast
o semantic pairs (with and without association) which relied
olely on recollection, provides a straightforward account of the
mproved recognition for associative pairs.

The presence of old/new effects from 800 ms post-stimulus
hat were maximal over the right frontal scalp led to analyses dur-
ng two further time windows. Differential ERP old/new effects
etween types of related pairs were observed during these later
ime windows over right frontal electrodes. The late right frontal
ld/new effect (typically associated with some form of execu-
ive/strategic processing) was modulated by our manipulation of

1 Our interpretation is of course predicated on the philosophy that differences
n the pattern of neural activity seen across conditions will mirror differences
n the underlying processes engaged across conditions, and that this in turn
ill be mirrored by differences in behavioural measures of performance across

onditions (where they exist). If differences in behavioural measures of a putative
rocess do not cleanly mirror changes in a neural measure, we take this as
vidence that the neural (and/or behavioural) measure simply does not provide
n index of the putative process of interest.
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word-pairs. The effect was initially largest for association word-811

pairs, and subsequently largest for semantic pairs and absent for812

associative + semantic pairs. As noted above, this late onsetting813

right frontal ERP old/new effect has been associated with exec-814

utive/strategic processes; most commonly referred to as search,815

monitoring, and evaluative processes, or as systematic or strate-816

gic operations. Such processes have traditionally been associated817

with prefrontal cortex (PFC) functioning (Fuster, 1989). The late818

right frontal effect is traditionally characterized as reflecting pro-819

cesses that act upon the products of retrieval (Wilding & Rugg,820

1996). The presence of the late right frontal effect in source821

memory (Wilding & Rugg, 1996) and associative recognition822

tasks (Donaldson & Rugg, 1998, 1999), and its association with823

remember responses (Trott et al., 1999) has led to the sugges-824

tion that it is typically contingent upon successful recollection825

(Donaldson & Rugg, 1998). This view has, however, been chal-826

lenged by demonstrations that the right frontal effect is elicited827

by false recognition in the absence of successful recollection828

(e.g. Curran, Schacter, Johnson, & Spinks, 2001; Goldmann et829

al., 2003). Nonetheless even in these circumstances the effect830

is thought to reflect the engagement of effortful post-retrieval831

processes.832

The present findings contribute to the functional characteri-833

zation of the right-frontal old/new effect. The data are consistent834

with the characterization of this effect as reflecting execu-835

tive/strategic processes and further suggest that the degree to836
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stimuli, limiting the validity and generality of their findings. In 868

the present study manipulation of the nature of the relationship 869

between different elements of an episode reveals the differential 870

influence of semantic knowledge and associations between items 871

on successful retrieval. The findings suggest that the assumption 872

that familiarity will not contribute to performance on associative 873

recognition tasks is questionable if there is a unitized represen- 874

tation between the items. We support previous findings which 875

have highlighted the role of association in influencing memory 876

processing (Glosser and Friedman, 1999; Nation and Snowl- 877

ing, 1999), extending to the level of conscious episodic memory 878

retrieval. In sum, these findings show that unitization has a 879

significant influence on episodic memory retrieval; whether rec- 880

ollection or familiarity is engaged is ultimately dependent on the 881

properties of the representation that underlie the information that 882

is to-be-retrieved. 883
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hich executive/strategic processes is dependent on the nature
f the information to-be-retrieved, at least during successful
pisodic retrieval. The long lasting nature of the late right
rontal effect for semantic word-pairs resembles those identi-
ed for unrelated word-pairs in previous studies (e.g. Donaldson

Rugg, 1998, 1999). The behavioural data revealed reduced
ecognition for semantic pairs, and therefore the extension of
he late right frontal effect post 1400 ms for these pairs is con-
istent with the interpretation that the late right frontal effect is
ssociated with strategic processes required for the retrieval of
nformation associated with more complex stimuli. Following
his line of argument, however, it is unclear as to why the effect
as absent for association + semantic pairs and not for associ-

tion word-pairs post 1400 ms. The behavioural data revealed
ncreased recognition for association pairs in comparison to
ssociation + semantic pairs. This finding is therefore inconsis-
ent with a sole explanation of the late right frontal effect as
eflecting the retrieval of more complex stimuli. Further research
s needed to clarify the precise cognitive operations associated
ith the late right frontal effect. Clearly the specific nature of

he relationship between items is one factor in determining the
licitation of this effect. These findings therefore add to those
eported for the differential influence of association and seman-
ic relationships on familiarity, providing further evidence that
he pattern of processes engaged during successful episodic
etrieval is dependent on the nature of the information to-be-
etrieved.

The current study shows that the specific nature of the rela-
ionship between stimuli in associative recognition tasks influ-
nces the pattern of retrieval processes that are engaged. To
ate, most ERP studies of episodic retrieval have used simple
NSY 2358 1–13
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